
SPECIFICATIONS

PROJECT NAME:

LOCATION:

ITEM:

MODEL:

QTY:

STANDARD FEATURES

SHDMPT11282022

Sierra’s heated display merchandisers are the perfect solution 
to display and keep warm hot wrapped sandwiches, burgers 
or boxed foods while keeping them at the optimal serving 
temperatures.
These heated merchandisers are most widely used at 
C-Stores, gas stations, schools, stadiums and many more 
areas. With the ‘pass-thru’ design, the food is easy to grab by 
either operator  or customer and foods are kept warm by 
infrared heaters on the top of each shelf.

Safely and stylishly display pizzas, burgers, precooked meals, 
and more with the Sierra SHDM-PT series in �ve various 
lengths. 

These use slanted shelves that provide an open and full view 
of your product for best eye appeal. Independent heat and 
light controls on each shelf let the operator specify display 
and holding conditions for di�erent foods, giving you the 
precision and versatility needed for excellent �avor and 
marketing potential.

Each shelf has independent heat and light controls
Adjustable thermostats for both upper and lower shelves
Handsome black powder coated �nish for any décor setting
Tempered glass sides for safety and complete product visibility
Adjustable divider rods makes it easy to load the boxed foods or sandwiches
Pass through design allows either the operator or customer to grab the food
SHDM-PT’s are available in �ve di�erent lengths: 24” 32” 38” 44” & 50”

HEATED DISPLAY MERCHANDISER
SHDM-PT SERIES 24 – 32 – 38 – 44 - 50

Warranty: 12 months parts & labor. See Sierra Price List for full details.
SIERRA is a registered trademark of MVP Group.
Due to continuing product development, to ensure best possible performance, the speci�cations are subject to change without prior notice.
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MODEL SHDM-38PT
(Pictured above)

SHDM-32PT

SHDM-44PT

SHDM-50PT

SHDM-38PT

Models Plug
Type

Temperature 
Range

Rated 
Input Power

Net
Weight

Shipping
Weight

Overall Dimesions
(W x D x H) 

Package Dimesions
(W x D x H)

 
 

 
 

86-185 °F   (30-85 °C) 1800W 90.4lbs (41kg) 97lbs (44kg)
31.5 × 27.8 × 27.2 in
800 × 707 × 691 mm

34.1 × 30.2 × 29 in
866 × 767 × 736 mm

1800W 108.0lbs (49kg) 114.6lbs (52kg)
37.5 ×27.8 × 27.2 in
953 ×707 × 691 mm

40.1 × 30.2 × 29 in
1019 × 767 × 736 mm

1800W 121.3lbs (55kg) 127.9lbs (58kg)
43.5 × 27.8 × 27.2 in

1105 × 707 × 691 mm
46.1 × 30.2 × 29 in

1171 × 767 × 736 mm

1800W 143.3lbs (65kg) 149.9lbs (68kg)
49.6 × 27.8 × 27.2 in

1260 × 707 × 691 mm
52.2 ×30.2 × 29 in

1326 × 767 × 736 mm

86-185 °F   (30-85 °C)

86-185 °F   (30-85 °C)

86-185 °F   (30-85 °C)

SHDM-24PT 86-185 °F   (30-85 °C) 1800W 72.7lbs (33kg) 79.4lbs (36kg)
23.6 x 27.8 x 27.2 in
600 ×707 × 691 mm

26.2 × 30.2 × 29 in
666 × 767 × 736 mmNEMA 5-20

NEMA 5-20

NEMA 5-20

NEMA 5-20

NEMA 5-20

NEMA 5-20


